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The National Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT) is recognised as a 
premier institute for fashion education that continuously evolves itself 
to keep abreast to the changing market trends. The emphasis has been 
to train students to derive from the core strength of art and culture and 
apply it to the modern and dynamic world of fashion.

The students have been given a firm foundation in all aspects of fashion 
including textiles, printing, embroidery, accessories, leather, etc.. They 
have been encouraged to think out of the box while ensuring that their 
ideas and innovations are practical and relevant to the markets they 
operate in.

The Campus Placements 2018 provides a platform for the graduating 
batch of 2018 to realise their professional dreams and ambitions 
and thus requires the keen and sustained participation of employer 
organisations. I am confident that this group of young professionals, 
whom I strongly endorse, will be an asset to your organisation.

I look forward to your continuous support and cooperation in the NIFT 
Campus Placement 2018.

CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE

Rajesh V. Shah
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FOREWORD FROM
DIRECTOR GENERAL

I am happy to announce that the graduating batch of 2018 is geared 
up to embark on their professional journey in the Textiles and Fashion 
Industry. At NIFT, we are proud of the dynamic and motivated batch 
that have been mentored and supported to take on the challenges and 
opportunities that await them in the Industry.

The graduating students of NIFT understand the nuances of fashion 
business spanning art, craft, technology and strategy and have 
acquired the skill sets that will make them adapt to the growing needs 
of the industry. They have been provided cutting edge understanding 
through exposure to emerging challenges, developments, techniques, 
technology and practice from all over the world.

The NIFT Campus Placements 2018 is organised to provide career 
opportunities for the 2800 graduating students from various 
disciplines of the two years post graduate, and four years under 
graduate programmes. The graduating batch carry the energy, 
creativity, skill, technical know-how and the legacy of their 
predecessors. I am sure that they will emerge as invaluable
assets to the organisations that they are inducted into.

I invite Recruiters to gauge the resilience and creativity of these young 
professionals of this year’s graduating batch, by participating in the 
NIFT Campus Placement 2018.

Sarada Muraleedharan, IAS
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FROM DEAN’S DESK

NIFT has been playing a pivotal role in the growth of fashion education 
in India. We at NIFT are conscious of our responsibility 
as the premier fashion institute of the country. Here future fashion 
leaders are groomed by following a judicious blend of theory and 
practice, using highly innovative teaching pedagogy. While our 
pedagogical mission is to prepare our students for professional 
excellence in design and business, our broader ethos is to foster 
creativity, inspire leadership, impart a global perspective, and educate 
students to embrace inclusiveness and commit to sustainability 
concerns.

The emerging market economy requires special technical and 
managerial skills. It also needs appropriate training and wide exposure 
to the state-of- the-art management practices. We encourage 
students, scholars, teachers, and industry colleagues to cross 
traditional boundaries of both geography and disciplines. 
Together we strive to develop innovative design and strategic business 
solutions that will upend the status quo, create personal and 
professional opportunity, and have a lasting and sustainable global 
impact. 

Human imagination and endeavour are constantly remaking the world 
and as s a species, we prod, bend, and transform the raw materials 
and energy flows of the planet into the objects, spaces, and places of 
everyday life. During their programme at NIFT, the students undergo a 
metamorphosis for unfolding their potential, developing skills and 
stimulating intellectual growth. Their latent potential is honed by 
committed and skilled faculty drawn from the academia and industry. 
We are aware of the fact that fashion industry wants professionals 
having multi-skill sets and we have trained our students accordingly.

 It is our privilege to present to you the graduating batch of 2018. We 
cordially invite you to visit our campuses to interact with us and our 
graduates. I am certain you will find the best possible professionals for 
your needs.

Prof. Dr. Sharmila J. Dua
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NIFT IN NEWS

 C o l l a b o r a t i v e

 Research Project under                 
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 K n o w l e d g e

 I n i t i a t i v e
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Upgrading the skills and 
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arts/crafts for 

development 

(USTTAD)

INDIA SIZING PROJECT
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D E S I G N
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ABOUT

Set up in 1986, NIFT is the pioneering institute of fashion education 
in India and has been in the vanguard of providing professional 
human resource to the textile and apparel industry through its 16 
campuses . 

NIFT was made a statutory institute in 2006 by an Act of the Indian 
Parliament with the President of India as ‘Visitor’. Over the years 
NIFT has also been working as a knowledge service provider to the 
Union and State governments in the area of design development and 
positioning of handlooms and handicrafts.

VISION

To emerge as a centre of excellence and innovation, proactively 
catalysing growth of fashion business through leadership in 
professional education with concern for social and human values.
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LIFE AT NIFT

Student development programmes at NIFT have been built around 
providing an avenue for co-curricular activities and interaction with 
sister campuses. The ‘Fashion Spectrum’, the annual fest of the 
Institute gives students free rein to showcase their talent. The best 
of the best from all campuses also get to compete with each other 
at ‘Converge’, the Sports and Cultural National Meet of NIFT.

Students also participate in a wide range of activities through the 
Student Development Activity Clubs. Other activities and outbound 
trips are aimed at the all-round development of students into 
professionals forged with the values of teamwork, leadership and 
on-ground know-how.
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Accessory Design (AD)
Fashion Communication (FC) 
Fashion Design (FD) 
Knitwear Design (KD) 
Leather Design (LD) Textile 
Design (TD)

Bachelor of Fashion Technology (B F Tech) (Post 10+2 with PCM)

PROGRAMMES
POST GRADUATE (2 years)

Master of Design (M Des)
Master of Fashion Management (MFM)
Master of Fashion Technology (M F Tech) (Post Engineering)

UNDER GRADUATE (4 years)

Bachelor of Design (B Des) in
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Master of Design is an unique programme that inculcates thinking towards a 
concept driven innovation for new business outcomes through higher 
research. The focus is on research in the field of design.
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Master of Fashion Management is one of the flagship 
programme of NIFT. This course develops managerial talent in 
the fields of marketing, merchandising and retailing specifically 
for the fashion sectors.

M
F
M
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The techno-managerial Master of Fashion Technology programme 
provides an integrated information in the field of apparel technology 
and management to graduates with engineering background,.

M
F
T
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The Bachelor of Design (Accessory Design) programme focuses on 
developing integrated expertise in the field of fashion & lifestyle 
accesories.

Product Range  - Luxury products, lighting of fixtures, accessories for 
home, garden, bathroom & kitchen, toys, architectural accessories etc. 
Precious & costume jewellery, silverware, giftware using precious metal.

A
D
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The Bachelor of Design (Fashion Communication) programme develops 
dynamic professionals qualified to offer the most effective and financially 
viable communication solutions for the fashion & lifestyle industry.

F
C
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The Bachelor of Design (Fashion Design) focuses on design & 
development of apparel. This flagship programme grooms 
professionals with strong creative & technical skills.

F
D
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The Bachelor of Design (Knitwear Design) programme addresses the 
need of specialised professionals for the knitwear industry 
globally by amalgamating knowledge and skill of design & associated 
technology.

K
D
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Bachelor of Design (Leather Design) is an unique programme that 
integrates knowledge in leather and leather-like material and design 
to create professionals for the footwear, accessories and garment 
industries .

L
D
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The Bachelor of Design (Textile Design) integrates design with 
technology in development of textiles for the home furnishing and 
garment industries.

T
D
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Bachelor of Fashion Technology trains students in the fashion 
manufacturing business with knowledge of the latest and best 
practices in the sewn product industry.

B
F
T
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Programme wise distribution of graduates - 2018.

total Strength : 2746 students

2 1 5 7
uNDERGRADUATES

5 8 9
postGRADUATES

BFT
322

AD
364

FC
335FD

469

KD
198

LD
112

TD
357

MFT
82

M.Des.
101

MFM
406
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MFT
82

M.Des.
101

MFM
406

ACADEMIC
RIGOUR

NIFT has a rigorous evaluation system which is continuous in nature. 
Courses are evaluated as:

1. Common Board (evaluated across campuses)
2. Process Based (evaluated within each campus for each course)

Common board evaluation is followed for subjects that are theoretical.

The evaluation for process based subjects is carried out by a panel 
comprising minimum 3 expert jury members.

The grading system followed employs Relative Grading mechanism, where 
the grade of a student is not representative of absolute marks obtained but 
instead assesses the students work as a comparative to scores received by 
the other students of the course.

M
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NIFT with the active support from the Ministry of Textiles through the 
Office of Development Commissioner (Handlooms) and Office of 
Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) has developed and 
implemented new Craft Cluster Initiative Program. It  aims to provide 
the students with continuous exposure to the handloom and 
handicraft clusters, thus providing an opportunity for creative 
innovation and experimentation. 

Through this initiative, NIFT aims to reach out to the artisans and 
craftsmen at the grass root level. The craft cluster intervention forms 
an integral part of every academic curriculum in NIFT. Every campus 
has identified clusters where the students interact with the artisans 
and craftsmen.

C
l
u
s
t
e
r
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Students are required to intern in relevant spheres under the 
guidance of both the parent department as well as the industrial 
organisations. Depending on the course and semester, students have 
are mandated to intern for a period of 2-14 weeks towards the partial 
fulfillment of their curriculum.

The Graduation/Research projects for final year students involves 
internships spanning 16-22 weeks depending on the course. Students 
interact in real-time with the industry to collaborate and identify 
problems as well as feasible solutions.

Industry enlists the help of faculty of NIFT for undertaking projects 
that are of a more specialised nature. Students are also involved in the 
process towards the same.

I
n
d
u
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NIFT is the host for a number of international celebrities from 
the field of fashion & art. Recent guests include Renzo Rosso, 
Tommy Hilfiger and many more.

NIFT has strategic agreements and partnerships with about 
33 leading international fashion institutes & organisations that 
share the same academic direction, integrating NIFT students 
with the global mainstream of fashion. International 
collaborations allow students to experience ‘study abroad’ 
options through exchange programmes.

NIFT students across campuses are encouraged to participate 
in international events and competitions. The students 
have participated and won laurels in several prestigious 
international competitions. The institute also attracts 
international students who come and experience its academic 
and cultural richness. 

Some of the key institutes with whom NIFT has an association 
are Queensland University of Technology, Australia; Glasgow 
School of Arts, UK; Swiss Textile College, Switzerland; 
Mod Art International, France; ENSAIT, France; The State 
University of New York College at Buffalo, USA; ESMOD, 
Germany; Saxion University of Applied Sciences, Netherlands; 
Amsterdam Fashion Institute, Netherlands; BGMEA University 
of Fashion and Technology (BUFT), Bangladesh; Ecole 
Duperre, France; University of Northampton, UK; Shenkar 
College of Engineering & Design &  Art, Israel; KEA - 
Copenhagen School of Design and Technology, Denmark; 
North Carolina State University, USA and many more.

DUAL DEGREE OPPORTUNITY NIFT

Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT), New York, USA strategic 
partnership allows select meritorious students from NIFT, a 
unique opportunity to obtain a Dual Degree from both NIFT 
and FIT. Students from NIFT undertake two years study at the 
home Institute intercepted by one year of study at FIT. 
Thereafter, the students resume their studies at NIFT to 
obtain the Dual Degree from both the institutes.
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CAMPUS	PLACEMENT	SCHEDULE	2018

S.	
No.

NIFT	Campus PG UG

1 Delhi 23rd &	24th April 25th,	26th &	27th April

2 Bengaluru 27th &	28th April 02nd &	03rd May

3 Mumbai 02nd &	03rd May 30th April	&	1st May

4 Chennai 04th May

5 Kolkata 04th May 05th May

6 Gandhinagar 04th May 05th May

7 Hyderabad 05th May

PLACEMENT 
SCHEDULE
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First Categorisation  Product Group
Second Categorisation Type of Firms
Third Categorisation Type of skill sets/functions

PLACEMENT 
PROCESS IN NIFT

The National Institute of Fashion Technology has a centralized placement process. Companies 
can employ students from any campus or course of the institute through two routes which are 
facilitated by the institute:

On Campus Placements

Companies can register for campus placements, the schedule of which is given for 2018. Upon 
being given a confirmed time and date, they may come to the campus for the placement 
procedure.

Pre-Placement Offers (PPO)

Companies can extend a job offer to students before the on-campus placement. Acceptance of 
the offer is considered as job placement. In order to provide fair opportunity to all, such 
students are not allowed to participate in the On Campus placement. These offers may be made 
on the basis of internships/ training/ projects undertaken by the students in the said company.

Eligibility Criteria for Firms for On campus Placements

Product Group

•Garment & other sewn products
•Textiles
•Accessories
•Lifestyle Products
•Services

Type of Firms

•Artists
•Designers
•NGOs
•Export Organisations
•Domestic retail and manufacturing Organisations
•Multinational Retail Organisations
•Media/ Advertising/Publication Houses
•Buying Houses & Buying Agents
•Business Consultancies
•Start ups

The companies visiting the campus shall match the eligibility criteria listed as under for 
registering to recruit through NIFT Campus Placement:

A company registered under Companies Act of 1956/2013 or a multinational company or global 
firm having or not having its operations in India conducting business in the fashion or allied 
sector dealing in the design, manufacturing or  distribution. 

The company may fall under any of the categories mentioned below
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•Advertising
•Buying
•Business Analytics
•CAD / CAM
•Category Management
•Costume Design
•Costume Design
•Craft Cluster
•Customer Relations
•Design Research
•E-Commerce
•Event Management
•Fashion Design
•Fashion Illustration

•Fashion Journalism
•Fashion Photography
•Graphic Design
•Innovation
•Inventory Control
•Marketing
•Merchandising,
•New Product Development
•Production & Operations
•Public Relations
•Quality
•Research & Development
•Retail
•Sales Management

•Sampling
•Sourcing
•Space Design
•Space Management
•Store Management
•Styling
•Supply Chain Management
•Teaching
•Trend Analysis
•User Research
•Visual Merchandising
•Warehouse Management

Indicative List of Type of skill sets/functions

Company Registration Process for On Campus Placements

The Job Announcement Form (JAF) forms the primary document for communicating the 
details of the positions offered by the companies to the candidates. It is based on the 
information provided on the JAF such as the job position offered, the number of vacancies, 
location of posting, salary Package as well as other details submitted by the companies that 
the date, time and venue to conduct the selection process is prepared and communicated 
to the companies. It is therefore, highly desirable that the form is completed in all respects. 

The process of registering for On Campus placement is as under:
• Company/organization will be required to register for NIFT Campus Placements 2018 by

visiting www.nift.ac.in/placements or www.cmsnift.com/placements
• The company will need to register for the first time with details of the company like

name of the company, company logo, Website, Nature of Business and Annual Turnover
including all contact information. Any company that has registered before in previous
years will have a valid user ID and a password and need not register again.

• New Users will be provided credentials of user Id and a password which will be sent to
the mail ID as provided by the company in the registration form.

• The company then has to login using the user ID and password to fill the Job
Announcement Form (JAF) online in CMS or upload scanned copy of the filled JAF
downloaded from CMS

• The JAF has certain data which will be visible to all students who are interested in and
eligible for appearing in campus placement. Certain data will not be made available to
the students. The demarcation of data is clearly indicated in the JAF.

• Registered recruiters shall exercise their choice of Campus(es) and the preferred dates
for participating in Campus Placement 2018.

• The companies would be expected to visit the allocated NIFT Campus on the date and
time indicated.

• The companies interested in recruiting both Master and Bachelor students will have to
visit the campus on different dates as directed in Placement 2018 Schedule.

• Registered companies shall be granted access to the student database for short listing
before visiting the campus.
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INDUSTRY & ALUMNI 
AFFAIRS UNIT

UNIT INCHARGE
Mr. Amit Kumar Anjanee
+91 9941578033
ui.industry@nift.ac.in

RIC BHOPAL
Ms. Supriya Yadav
+91 9981594547
ric.bhopal@nift.ac.in

RIC CHENNAI
Dr. G. Krishnaraj
+91 9791191191
ric.chennai@nift.ac.in

RIC HYDERABAD
Mr. Ram Mohan
+91 9441426081
ric.hyderabad@nift.ac.in

RIC KANGRA
Mr. Aman Kr. Nagpal
+91 7018808976
ric.kangra@nift.ac.in

RIC KOLKATA
Dr. Sougata Banerjee
+91 9339833818
ric.kolkata@nift.ac.in

RIC BENGALURU
Mr. Pratik Ghosh
+91 8431989250
ric.bengaluru@nift.ac.in

RIC BHUBANESWAR
Mr. Nandkishore Baraik
+91 8130482929
ric.bhubaneswar@nift.ac.in

RIC GANDHINAGAR
Ms. Amisha Mehta
+91 9824323859
ric.gandhinagar@nift.ac.in

RIC JODHPUR
Dr. Aditi Mertia
+91 9602648557
ric.jodhpur@nift.ac.in

RIC KANNUR
Mr. Kumaraguru K.
+91 8129420136
ric.kannur@nift.ac.in

RIC MUMBAI
Mr. Tanmay Kandekar
+91 9702001982
ric.mumbai@nift.ac.in
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RIC BENGALURU
Mr. Pratik Ghosh
+91 8431989250
ric.bengaluru@nift.ac.in

RIC BHUBANESWAR
Mr. Nandkishore Baraik
+91 8130482929
ric.bhubaneswar@nift.ac.in

RIC GANDHINAGAR
Ms. Amisha Mehta
+91 9824323859
ric.gandhinagar@nift.ac.in

RIC JODHPUR
Dr. Aditi Mertia
+91 9602648557
ric.jodhpur@nift.ac.in

RIC KANNUR
Mr. Kumaraguru K.
+91 8129420136
ric.kannur@nift.ac.in

RIC MUMBAI
Mr. Tanmay Kandekar
+91 9702001982
ric.mumbai@nift.ac.in

RIC NEW DELHI
Ms. Bhavna k. Verma
+91 9810075427
ric.delhi@nift.ac.in

RIC RAEBARELI
Mr. Shivendra Prakash Kuldeep
+91 9721162802
ric.raebareli@nift.ac.in

RIC PATNA
Ms. Rajni Srivastava
+91 7544010997
ric.patna@nift.ac.in

HEAD INDUSTRY & ALUMNI AFFAIRS

Prof. Raghuram Jayaraman
+91 8005894761
head.industry@nift.ac.in

Greetings from the Industry & Alumni Affairs unit of NIFT.

I thank the industry fraternity for the continuous support in 
endeavours of NIFT. The institute unremittingly provides the Textile 
and Fashion industry with well trained, adaptable and virtuous 
professionals who diligently contribute to the industry growth in 
global marketplace.

I take pride inviting you to NIFT Campus Placement 2018, dedicating 
talented graduates from the Class of 2018 raring to embark on their 
professional journey to conquer the world.

At NIFT, they have undergone academic rigour integrated with 
industry needs and expectations as part of the undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes in Design, Technology and Management.
These graduates, with versatile background emerging from diverse 
specialisations are certain to provide recruiters plenty of opportunities 
to hire skilful and potential personnel for their corporations.

I look forward to your participation in NIFT Campus Placement 2018.

RIC SHILLONG
Mr. Amardeep Rabha
+91 9856831362
ric.shillong@nift.ac.in
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